
Workshop Discussions: Democracy 

Intro with Activator: 
- democratic reforms are hard to undo (thinking past current majority ND government) 
- doesn’t cost $ 
- must be a priority in contemporary context  
- Ethics & Accountability Committee 

o find things within the report that PIA task force did that resonates and 
communicate that to MLA and Minister responsible for Democratic Reform (Hon. 
Christina Gray) 

o mandate doesn’t include civic engagement 
o submissions by end of June 
o find a friend and visit your MLA 
o new MLAs need to be “grounded” by community members 

 
What are the opportunities in this area? 

- Education / bringing in / make meaning to those in our communities – how they have 
been marginalized in past and opportunity for influence now 

- Work to tighten whistleblower act (refer to AFL) 
- Transparency of candidate donors / fundraising 
- Need to inform Minister Gray 
- Gender analysis based on candidacy 
- Working towards proportional representation 
- Strengthen middle class /openness for reform 
- Focusing on true representation 
- Engaging younger voters (through specifics) – What does it mean for you? 
- Educating against voter apathy (marginalized / youth) 
- Larger political education project 
- Open discussion of what democratic process means 
- Normalize the discourse around democracy / challenging the culture of fear 
- Meaningful to the individual  
- How do we engage unions? Others who are organized 
- Public opinion / engagement 

 
What are the strategies in this area? 

- Using media / public media 
- Engaging our networks and communities  
- AUPE has cultivated + train their members to spread ideas 
- Educating public on how to approach MLA  
- Making an effort to discuss issues with youth and children 
- Letters / writing to media and publications 
- Activate networks + coalition, build with other organizations 
- Social media strategies (example “Better Way” campaign) 
- Common messaging across sectors (e.g. fairness) 



- Support and use data to demonstrate current system 
- Using resources to educate public opinion 
- Hosting “table talks” 
- Engaging Ministry on Status of Women (+ others) 
- Education for the majority (specifically private sector) 
- Dialogue on citizenship 
- How do we support initiatives that are organizing today? How do we connect to them? 
- Outreach strategies (e.g. joint efforts in universities and high schools) 

o Tabling hot topic sessions with strategic placement 
- Demand space and means 

 


